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About This Game

"Animal Lover is a comedic triumph of a visual novel [...]"
-Candice Shane, Loot Crate

"...the only romance game I’ve played that has made me cry."
-Kurosama Reviews

"This game knows how to make you laugh, but it will also break your heart."
-Chloe Spencer, Kotaku

"Not a bad time, I've definitely played worse."
-Generalized summary of the Steam reviews

Animal Lover is a dating sim/visual novel where you will play a young woman trying to cure five beefy, attractive men from
being turned into animals forever! Woah! It's funny, it's sad, it's weird! It's got cute boys! What else does it have going on?

Unique brand of comedy!
A grounded, heart-felt and well-received story!
Characters with >30 visible emotions!
>150,000 words!
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Original soundtrack including both electronic and acoustic tracks!
No furries! Don't let the title fool you!
Simulates the act of dating!

Comedy! Romance! Drama! Mystery! Animal Lover!
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Title: Animal Lover
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Trainwreck Studios
Publisher:
Trainwreck Studios
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English
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I would give this a thumbs up but considering how long this has been out already i would have expected at least a tutorial that
was not in russian. it is quite hard to figure it all out and some of the settings are still in russian and not english.

also it does like to crash ALOT, any form of changes in the settings and BAM! crash...

im asking for a refund for this as i cannot use this with all the crashing involved, and half the settings are still in russian i have
no idea what its saying.... No point buying this as the developers have decided to release the sequal (finished Game) added a 2 to
it and are selling it for twice the price on Viveport, so if you want the complete finished game this is not it and by the
programmers actions I am guessing this will now not ever come out of Beta.

On the flip side its fun and half the price of the full release, just a pity they did not honour their beta buyers with the completed
game. Tldr: I absolutely loved this game, buy it!

Third RPG Maker horror game I've played yet and I am really getting addicted. This one especially, the graphics are very comfy
and fit well together. I didn't even expect it to have voice acting when I bought it, so I was very surprised and happy to hear the
characters actually talk. Really an amazing job on that. The atmosphere and the sounds are fantastic too. (Except the closing
door sound should be toned down a bit, too loud imo).

But the cherry on top for me was the story, while I was sceptic at the beginning if I'll like it and it took a moment to get me
hooked, it sure did when the story began to unfold with each new piece of information to understand what happened and still is
going to happen in this building.

Even a friend who was playing on his PS4 next to me paused and watched curiously what will happened next.

I highly recommend this game and I honestly think the story would make a good movie or book. While this is supposed to be the
last game of this series, I sincerely hope of similar quality games like this coming out.. Objective:
-go in
-secure cards
-go out

Mission completed. Good stuff! I think the escape room genre works really well and Trespass was really atmospheric. Can't wait
to see what Episode 2 has in sotre!
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Part of the, "My Girlfriend's Games" series.

She loves this one. Finds the characters cute and the game play is a great puzzle variety.

"Fun Colors.", "Don't quote me.", "It's so cute.", "Fun Teamwork\/Team building game!", "Has everything I want in a game.".

10\/10

. Before I praised this game. I suggested people SHOULD buy this. That's before I signed up on their website had the chance to
talk to one of their owners. I think people should read this BEFORE buying. What he says this is a direct quote.

"Choice Of Games embodies the same view of Antia Sarkeensian." End quote

She is a person who mislead people several times, calls games sexist or objective to females. I was told not to buy their games
unless I did agree with her world view. This is one of Owners of site where the games from telling me this. The screen show
below will show that.

http://postimg.org/image/ewcujnjqv/. Wanted to play this. Then I get into the game, and you can not play in full screen mode.
The list of items you have to find on the side isn't even viewable! The only way to see it is to put the game into windowed mode.
This just kills it for me. If you want to play in fullscreen don't bother.. Super Fun Game! The moving locomotion is a nice
change from tradtional VR games where all you can do is teleport. I like having free range of motion, it makes me feel like im
actually moving instead of just jumping from place to place. The campaign style for this game really sets it apart from all the
other VR shooters out there. Wave based VR Shooters are fun but after a while it gets too repeative and becomes boring. I give
this game a 10/10 for creativity and not just sticking to what everyone else is doing for VR shooters. I'm excited to see what the
devlopers of this game come out with next.. Good wallpaper and background. The game is honestly the simplest game ever..
Love and missed this game so glad that its on Steam.. Pros - I loved the gaphics and atmosphere. The voice and music was
creepy, and it was fun trying to figure out how to play through the puzzles. I took it pretty slow, just enjoying the exploration.

Cons - There were items I'd picked up that weren't used, and several times the game seemed to get 'stuck', where I couldn't
proceed forward. Going backward, then forward, then backwards and coming in at an odd angle seemed to free up the character
to go forward again.

The ending was weak. I would have liked to have seen the story line wrap up better.

So, mostly I enjoyed it.. Cool consept, terrible level design
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